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ELTIM High-End modular power amplifier examples        updated 18 November 2020 

Our modular setup in constructing a high-end amplifier setup is completely different compared to most others. 

Some are confused and are wondering why we made it so different. We were wondering why not, since we 

wanted to make amplifiers bringing another, more musical sound and at the same time prevent any wiring.  

This was achieved due to our symmetrical design (electronics and mechanical), splitting up the input- and output 

parts, use of best available components, about now wiring at all, etc.   Read the full story. 

Ours sound like high ranked tube amps, but better actually. Bass response and 3D are phenomenal f.e.  

Our amplifiers sound and behave different compared to others, exactly what we had in mind.      

We decided to make this brief document, showing how to connect our modules and how easy it is to connect or 

upgrade them. Don’t compare with other designs. We make music, not just nice figures. 
 

“Wireless” design 
With our modular setup, you basically just need to connect the modules by high quality milled headers. Not the 

cheap (1A) ones everybody else uses, but milled, gold-plated 3A versions, lasting forever. We provide 2x6 * 3A = 

36A current capable header pin connections for supply leads, use them all please! For ground connections we even 

use 20 pins. Speaker leads are all 2x5 pins, so can lead 2x5 * 3A = 30A. 

We separated the in- and output part in two separate modules; a VS-module accepts the input signal and transfers 

it in signals for the CS- output modules, feeding the connected loudspeaker.  

Note that Input ground and Input Stage (VS) ground are separated all the way down to the common ground 

connection where the transformer is connected. Partly due to this our amps are completely silent themselves. If 

you do notice hum, you made a ground loop somewhere !  Build your own amp as LEGO blocks -) 
 

Construction errors 
With our modular setup it will be hard to make failures, that is if you read our documents. 

Most errors shown are misplaced components, incomplete or wrong wiring, bad mechanical work, etc. 

Unfortunately we have seen a company harming, 11 pages lasting Dutch forum discussion, where in the end the 

customer appeared to have used only two supply pins and forgot to connect the Sgnd and VSgnd pins, resulting in 

bad / non-functioning of the amplifier.   Why did we use 2x 12 pins again?  

Read our docs please ! 

 

Somehow it is hard to believe that one made a mistake and by nature we blame somebody else, in this case it 

most probably would be us, ELTIM audio BV. 

We have delivered many working amplifiers by now as ELTIM built Amplifiers, modules and DIY kits.  

So, if your project is not working correctly you did something wrong or a part is defective, 99% sure.  

By now we have seen: 

 Components mixed up, so mounted at wrong places 

 Broken parts, mostly due to overheating while soldering or mechanical stress 

 Bad (cold) soldering’s and even shortcuts (headers!) 

 Bad mechanical work, resulting in f.e. Mosfets not making contact with the heatsinks 

 Etc., etc. 

So, while building your own amplifier it sometimes is not only just mounting all the parts.  

You also have to be capable (or willing to learn) in finding the mistakes made and solve it. 

If you can’t find the mistake/error, try to find help from people with experience, us for example. 

Hard and painful practise learned that “help” from some self-esteemed fora members won’t do. 

 

We like to “scale” our High-End amplifier project as suitable projects for experienced DIY’ers ! 
 

 

Our modular Amplifier setup 
At the next pages we show some examples. You can make about any combination, all without wiring.  

At the same time you will discover that you can expand / improve our modular setup at any time. 
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Most basic setup with just one of our CS- and one of our VS-modules (always both required!): 

 
Don’t forget to connect the two jumpers on the CS-module! 

 

Our basic PS-0 module is designed for connecting any other than our Power Supplies, making all the required 

connections and brings them together in a 3-pole screw connector where you can connect any suitable, 

symmetrical Power Supply. Note that a high-End amp only will work fine if the supply is perfect as well ! 

 

 

 

PS-0 fits in the front connector 

NOTES: heatsinks are only shown as examples and are never delivered with a module or kit! 

Also, in kits the supply capacitors on CS-modules have to be ordered separately. Use the ones you like most. 
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The most used setup is this one, where one of our exactly fitting Power Supply modules is used: 

 

Don’t forget to connect the two jumpers on the CS-module, feeding unregulated VS+ and VS- to the VS-module! 

 

The VS-module fits directly on the CS-module without wiring. 

Inputs and Outputs are always available at left and right of the modules. 
 

The PS-module connects to the CS-module with a 38mm long, gold-plated header. 

A double secondary windings transformer is connected to the PS-module. 

NOTE: On our CS-40ps modules the Power Supply part is integrated with CS-40 module.  
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The same setup, yet now with extra IO-module added: 

 

If a Voltage Regulator module is mounted, the two jumpers on the CS-module have to be removed! 

In that case, pins 7 and 30 are leading regulated supply voltages coming from our VR-module. 

 

The IO-module fits left or right of the CS/VS combination: 

 

We have IO modules with Line- or XLR balanced 

inputs available. Balanced one uses the best available 

and patented InGenius technology by THAT Corp. 

This is even far better than the best available audio 

transformer. 

Just connect some short wires to the input / output 

connectors and all wiring is done, see picture later. 

 

Since the input- as well as the output signal is 

available at the other side as well, we (or you) could 

make a module at the cabinet front side where f.e.  

VU-meter electronics fit.    

Not available yet, sorry ! 
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Our most sold setup is this one, with Power Supply and Voltage Regulator board.

 

If a Voltage Regulator module is mounted, the two jumpers on the CS-module have to be removed! 

Here our setup is further expanded with a VR-module (Voltage Regulator) which provides regulated 

supply voltages for the VS-module. It fits on our PS- modules with a 2x26 pin header connector. 

Besides better sound quality, the minor on/off irregularities become about unnoticeable now.   

Our first commercial built Power Amplifier was built this way: 

 

The VR-modules are mounted on the PS-80 modules here (not visible), also without wiring. 

On request of this customer we mounted some V-Caps in the Power Supplies. 

Here also our balanced IO-modules are mounted. 
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However mostly hardly necessary we can expand the output current of our amps: 

 

A pair of CD-modules is added left and right of the 

CS-module. On these modules are an extra pair of 

Mosfets, about doubling the possible output 

current of the CS-module used. 

Unlike as in the picture they have to be mounted 

on a heatsink as well. They fit exactly on 300mm 

wide MODU heatsinks. 

Especially for our CS-40 CB we made a wide range 

of similar acting CD-modules.  

There are variants with 1 – 4 pairs of Mosfets, both 

for regular Power Amp configurations as well as for 

Monoblock structures.  

With all of these you build very impressive amps in heights of 120 / 165 / 210mm. Max cabinet size 500x210mm. 

With 4 pairs of 16A Mosfets you theoretically could make around 2kW of clean, High-End power…….. 

We have to try this someday-  

 

All four Mosfets are at the backside of the modules and act as a distance holder between PCB and heatsink. 
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About any of our possible combinations can be protected by our PR-module (preliminary): 

 

It fits on our PS-modules and replaces the fixed mounted fuses.  

A pair of 24A Hexfets take over the protection function.  Following checks are done by this module: 

- Distorted output (input and output signal are compared). Separate LED indication. 
- Overload error ( Currents of max. 4 Mosfet pairs are checked, not just a single one, but all eight).   

This also has a separate LED indication. 
- Over temperature is checked, both heatsink and interior. Separate LED indication. 
- A regulated fan output lets the fan blow exactly the right amount of air, keeping noise down. 
- If this module comes in action, it is discharging the Power Supply fast instead of disconnecting the speaker. 

Seems logical to us, since most obviously the amp has a fault and needs to be powerless! 
 

If one or more errors occur, a master error LED will flash as well, so you can leave out the other three if you 

like. We use this master error indication in our High-End amps to blink a red circle around the on/off switch and 

leave out the other three, which are useful in PA-applications. 

Since this module needs to work perfect on all kinds of ELTIM Amplifier setups it takes some more time 

developing it, sorry. You can mount it at any time later. 

Just remove the fuses, add some extra header pins and add this module, also without wiring. 
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Reversed power supply function 

Under normal circumstances all the polarities of electrolytic capacitors, IC’s and semiconductors are 

as written on the PCB’s. Then, with the supply connector at the bottom,  V- is at the left and V+ at 

right side of the PCB. 

 

In specific situations, f.e. in a Monoblock where 

a special power supply is used, one of the 

amplifiers could be built with reversed polarity. 

Then V- is at right, and V+ at left side.  

While doing so, the supply leads on the power 

supply don’t need to be crossed and so wide 

supply tracks can be used, also in symmetrical 

shape and still on a single side PCB.  

Due to the full symmetrical layout, all our VS- 

and CS-modules could be configured in this 

reversed polarity mode very easy, just by 

exchanging all transistors left and right, turn the 

middle one on CS-xx, THAT 340 on VS-20 module 

and all diodes and electrolytic capacitors by 

180º. That’s all required to operate our CS- and 

VS-modules in reversed polarity mode. 

Then you could make a most compact stereo or 

bridged Monoblock structure as shown at right, 

and of course also and only with the trafo- and 

connector wiring. Nice and clean: 

 

NOTE: reversing polarity is an action for skilled DIY’ers only, who understand what they are doing! 

 

If you want to make something like this while ordering built modules mention it on the comment 

line of the order form. We then assemble a special reversed polarity one for you. 

 

 

 

Have fun building your own High-End Power Amplifier,  

and more: enjoy listening to music for a very long time. 

Many others do already -) 
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